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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be an invertible ergodic measure preserving transformation 
on the unit interval with Lebesgue measure m. Let 7A denote the induced 
transformation on a set A of positive measure [5, Section 21. A metric 
topology is defined on the class of measurable sets by the distance 
function m(AdB), where AAB is the symmetric difference between 
the sets A and B. 
The induced transformation preserves the properties of ergodicity 
and measure preservance. However, other mixing properties may be 
gained or lost by 7A . For example, it was shown in [2, 31 that the sets A 
on which all the iterates of TV are not ergodic are dense. On the other 
hand, it was shown that the sets A on which rA is weakly mixing are 
also dense. The construction for the weakly mixing case utilized a 
construction due to Chacon [I]. In this paper we shall introduce a 
different construction to show that the sets A on which ~~ is mixing 
are dense. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, Cn, m) denote the unit interval with Lebesgue measure and 
let 7 be an invertible point transformation mapping X onto X. T is 
measure preserving (m.p.) if m(TA) = m(A) = m(T-lA), A E 67. T is 
ergodic if m(A) > 0 and TA C A implies m(A) = 1. Henceforth 7 is 
assumed ergodic and measure preserving (e.m.p.). 
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Given a subset A of positive measure, we consider the induced 
measure space (A, rY, , mA) where Q!A = {B C A: B E CZ} and m,(B) = 
m(B)/m(A). Th e induced transformation ra is defined on A as follows. 
For a.e. x E A there exists a smallest positive integer n = n(x) such that 
T%(X) E A. Define T,(X) = +(x). This definition is due to Kakutani [Sj. 
It follows that ‘7;, is e.m.p. on A since 7 is e.m.p. on X. TA is mixing if 
IiF mA(TAnB n c) = m,(B) m,(c) 
for all sets B and C in @A . 
We shall now state some definitions with respect to a transformation 7. 
Later these definitions shall be applied with respect to induced trans- 
formations. 
Columns and Towers. Let Ei , 0 < i < h, be disjoint measurable sets. 
We say that C = (Ei : 0 < i < h) is a T-column if 7Ei = Ei+, , 
0 < i < h - 1. We say that C has base E, , top Eh--l , height h(C) = h, 
and width W(C) = m(E,). Ei is the i-th level in C. Let C* = (Jf1: E$ ; 
hence m(C*) = h(C)w(C) since 7 is measure preserving. The existence 
of r-columns is guaranteed by the following result [4, p. 75; 3, p. 1091. 
ROHLIN'S THEOREM. Let T be e.m.p., h a positive integer, and E > 0. 
There exists a T-COhmn C of height h and m(C*) > 1 - E. 
In general, a column refers to a T-COlUIUn. C, and C, are disjoint 
columns if Ci* and C’s* are disjoint sets. Suppose C, and C, are disjoint 
and 7 maps the top of C, onto the base of C, . Let B be the base of C, and 
let h, be the heights of Ci , i = 1,2. We may now consider the column 
with base B and height h, + h, denoted by 
c, * c, = (Tifk 0 < i < h, + h,). 
Briefly, C, * C, corresponds to picturing C, on top of C, . 
Let C = (TUB: o < i < h) and 0 < n, < n2 < h. The column 
(TUB: n, < i < n,) is a semicolumn of C. 
Let Ci , 1 < i < iz, be disjoint columns such that 7 maps the top of 
Ci onto the base of C,+i , 1 < i < k. We may then define the product 
~ci=c,*c,*c,*~-*ck, 
with base equal to the base of C, and top equal to the top of C, . 
A T-tower T is a set of disjoint T-COhnnS Ci , 1 <j < q. In general, 
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the columns in a tower may have different widths. The base of the tower 
is the union of the bases of the component columns. The top of the tower 
is the union of the tops of the component columns. If T= 
(Cj : 1 <j < s), then T* = (Jtl Cj*. Tl and T, are disjoint if T,* 
and T,* are disjoint sets. 
If C = (TUB: o < i < h) and EC B, then (&E: 0 < i < h) is a 
subcolumn of C. T, is a subtower of Tl if each column in T2 is a subcolumn 
of a column in T, . 
Let T be a tower and let A be a level in a subcolumn C of a column 
in T. Denote A,* = C*. Note that if A is the r-th level in the subcolumn 
and the subcolumn has height h, then 
h-r 
A,* = u @A. 
i=-i+l 
In general, if B C T*, then B = UL(B n L), where L is a level of a 
column in T. Denote 
B,” = u(BnL)*,. 
L 
For example, if B contains at least one level from each column of T, 
then B,* = T*. 
Let Tl and T, be towers such that the top of Tl maps onto the base 
of T, . We can then consider the tower Tl * T2 defined as the tower 
with base equal to the base of T, and top equal to the top of T, . If Ti 
has qi columns, i = I, 2, then T, * T, has at most q1 * qz columns. 
Partitions. A partition P is a finite ordered class of disjoint measurable 
sets whose union is X. We denote P = (p, , p, ,.,,, pm) or may simply 
write P = (p: p E P). Given a set A of positive measure, the distribution 
of P on A is the vector 
WA) = (PA: P E P). 
A column C is P-pure if each level in C is a subset of a set in P. 
Let z(p) denote the number of levels contained in p, p E P. If C has 
height h and we denote d(P/C) = d(P/C*), then 
d(P/C) = (n(p)/h: p E P). 
A set A of positive measure is E-P if 1 m,(p) - m(p)\ < E, p E P. We 
say a P-pure column C is c-P if C* is E-P. Note that if A is E-P and 
d(P/C) = d(P/A), then C is E-P. 
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LEMMA 1. Let B be a set of positive measure, P a partition, E > 0, 
and E’ > 0. Let Ei , 1 < i < n, be disjoint subsets of B such that 
rn(UT EJ > m(B) - E’. Let t be a positive integer and suppose 4Ei are 
E-P, 1 < i < n. Then for each D E P, 
1 m(+B n D) - m(B) m(D)1 < 2~’ + E. 
Proof. Since T is m.p., we have 
1 m(r-“E, n D) - m(EJ m(D)1 < cm(E,), 1 <i<n. (1) 
Also 
m(7+B n D) - m 
( 
ij T-“E, n D)I < E’, (2) 
i=l 
/ m(D) m(B) - m (5 E”) m(D) 1 < E’. (3) 
i=l 
(I), (2>, and (3) imply 
) m(@B n D) - m(D) m(B)1 < 2~’ + z$ 1 m(74Ei n D) - m(EJ m(D)] 
< 2~’ + i <m(EJ < 2EI + E. 
i=l 
Purzjication. In general, given a T-column C and a partition P, we 
can always divide C into subcolumns that are P-pure. Let C have 
height h and base B. The bases of the subcolumns are given by the sets 
of the form 
h-l 
B n n ~-“p~, pi E P, 0 < i < h. 
i=O 
The maximum number of P-pure subcolumns is nh, where n is the 
number of sets in P. We purify a tower with respect to P by purifying 
each column in the tower with respect to P. 
Filters. In order to induce a mixing transformation, certain columns 
are converted into special types of towers called filters, by removing 
certain subsets of column levels. An h-jilter is defined to be a tower with 
h columns of equal width where the+th column has height j, 1 \c j < h. 
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Given a column C of height h and base B, we can convert C into 
an h-filter f(C) as follows. Since m is nonatomic, we can divide B into 
h subsets Bj , 1 < j < h, of equal measure m(B)/h. Let 
f(C) = (C,: 1 <j < h), 
c, = (TiBj: 0 < i < h), 1 <j<h. 
The measure of the set removed in formingf(C) is (h - l)m(C*)/2h < 
4c*>/2. 
Let T, be a tower with 4 columns with heights greater than h such 
that the top of T, maps onto the base of a column C of height h. Let the 
tops of the q columns in Tl be denoted by A, , 1 < j < q; hence T(Aj) 
is the base of a subcolumn Cj of C. The h-filterf(Cj) is a tower with 
h columns of equal width and base 7(Aj), 1 <j < q. Let Fj denote 
the top off(Cj), 1 <j < q. 
The filter construction implies that if T, is a P-pure tower, then 
d(P/T-v,) = d(P/C,;‘), 
where Cj’ = (Aj, r-lAj ,..., T -h+mlAj), 1 < j < q. Briefly, the distribu- 
tion of P on the set r+Fj is the same as the distribution of P on the 
semicolumn of the j-th column in T with top A, and height h. More 
generally, we have for k 3 h, 
where 
d(I-y:F,) = d(P/C;,,), 
c;,& = (T-S+hAj ,...) T-‘i+‘Aj), 1 <j<q. 
We let fTI(C) d enote the tower consisting of the q filters f(C,), 
1 < j < q. Since the top of Tl maps onto the base of jr,(C), we can 
define T, *jr,(C). The filter f(C,) is above the j-th column in Tl ; 
hence when Tl is P-pure, we say that the filters are P-pure below. 
Suppose we start with a column 
Cl * c, * c, * ... * c,, . 
Let Tl = C, , T, = Tl *fT1(C2), and 
T, = T,-, * C, , 
Tk = TM *~T~JG)> 
k odd, 
k even. 
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In this case we denote T,, by 
Taz = Cl *f(G) * G *f(G) * ... * Gn--l *f(Gn). 
The filters in fTkml( C,), K = 2, 4, 6 ,,.., 2n, are referred to as independent 
filters. The construction implies that if all the columns Ci ,I < i < 2n, 
are P-pure, then the filters in fTlcel(Ck.) are P-pure below, k = 2,4, 
6 ,..., 2n. 
LEMMA 2. Let C, and C, be P-pure columns such that a semicolumn 
of C, * C, is E-P sf the height of the semicolumn is at least L. Let C, have 
height at least L and consider T = C, *f (C,). Let F be the top of T and 
let 7 be the induced transformation on T*. Then 79 is E-P for 
0 < i < h(C,). 
Proof. The conclusion follows by noting that 
d(P/+F) = d(P/DJ, 
where Di is the semicolumn of Ci * C, of length L whose top level is i 
levels from the top of C, . 
In Section 4 we refer to certain columns as blocks; hence block is 
synonymous with column in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let P be a partition and 0 < E < 1. Let a, b, bi , I < i < r, 
be positive integers such that 3/b < E, b/a < E, and bi < b, 1 < i < r. 
Let V,,j be E-P blocks for 1 < i < r and 1 <j < a. Let W,,j be E-P 
blocks for 1 < i < r and 1 <j < bi . We assume Wi,bj is only P-pure, 
1 < i < r. Let J and H be positive integers such that H/J < E. Assume 
J<h(Vi,j) < J+ H,l <j<a,l <iir,andJ<h(W,.j)< J+H 
1 <j<b,, 1 <i< r. Assume only h( Wi,bi) < J + H, 1 < i < r. 
Lastly, denote 
c = fi vl,j * 6 wl,j * Jj v,,j * ;i w2.j * *.. * Jj VT2 * ;i WT*j 
j=l j=l i=l j=l j=l j=l 
Let L satisfy b J < L < b( J + H). Th en any semi-column of C of height 
L is 5-P. 
Proof. Let D be a semicolumn of C of lenth L. Since b,/a < E, 
1 < i < r, and L < b( J + H), an inspection of C shows that D can 
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contain at most one column of the form Wi,b, , 1 < i < Y. Hence D can 
be written as 
D = D, * D, * D, * D, * D, , 
where D, and D, are proper semicolumns of columns V,,j or Wi.j 
for any i and j (either D, or D, may be empty); D, and D, are semi- 
columns consisting of one or more whole columns V,,j or Wi.j for any 
i and j, j f bi, and D, is empty or D, = w~+~, for some i. 
The sum, 7, of the heights of D, , D, , and D, is less than 3(J + H); 
hence 
rllL < 3(J + H)/bJ < E -I- c2 < 2c. (1) 
Let n(p) be the total number of levels in C contained in p E P. Let 
q(p) be the number of levels in C that are contained in p that occur in 
4 , D, , or 4 . Let q&) be the number of levels in Vi,j or w~,~ that 
are contained in p that occur in D, or D, . Let h,,i be the height of the 
block corresponding to n,,&); hence 
I %,j(P) - hi,P(P)l < Ehi,j ; (2) 
L = 1 h,,j i- 7); (3) 
%D, 
4P) = C %,dP) + 17(P)* (4) 
DUD.+ 
Since 7(p) < 7, we obtain 
I ‘(PI - Lm(P)l = 1 DxD %,j(P) + 17(P) - (,CD hi,j + 7) 4P) 1 
2’ 4 2’ 4 
< ,C, I %,j(P) - hf,P(P)l + T(P) + V(P) 
2, 4 
hence 
I n(p)/L - m(p)1 < E + 27/L (: 5E. 
LEMMA 4. Let C be as in Lemma 3. Let V,.+l,i , 1 <j < a, and 
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W r+l,j, 1 <jGb, be E-P blocks with heights between J and ] + H. 
Let 
D, = fi Wr+,,i , 
i=l 
and T = C * D, *f(D,). Let F be the top of T and let 77 be the induced 
transformation on T *. Then yiF is 5+Pfor 0 < i < h(C * Dl). 
Proof. The conclusion follows from Lemmas 2 and 3, where 
C, = C * D, and C, = D, in Lemma 2, with E replaced by 5~. 
Lastly, we shall discuss a method for converting a given tower into 
a new tower, where the columns of the new tower are semicolumns of 
columns of the given tower. 
Let c and sj, 1 <j < q, be positive integers. Suppose we have a 
T-tower T=(Cj:l <j<q) where each column is a product of 
blocks C,,, , 1 < i < SAC. Hence 
cj = E c,,, . 
i=l 
We can convert Ci into si semicolumns, where each semicolumn consists 
of the product of c consecutive blocks. We denote 
Cjk = fi c,,, , 1 <k <Sj, 
(k-1jc+1 
and form the new tower (Cj “:l <j<q, 1 ,(k<sj). Thenewtower 
is still a r-tower, where each column has c blocks. 
3. CONSTRUCTION 
Let Lk = [(k - 1)/2”, k/2”), 1 < k < 2”; n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . Let A, 
be a decreasing sequence of sets and let fiLlk. denote the characteristic 
function of the set A, n In,k , which we refer to as an n-set, 1 < k < 2”. 
In general, there may be less than 2” n-sets of positive measure for each 
n. Let K, denote the set of indices k corresponding to the n-sets of 
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positive measure and let P, denote the partition of K, n-sets. Let T,,~ 
denote the induced transformation TV, and let 
fl&) = f gLWN. 
T,~ is ergodic and measure preserving on A, since T is ergodic and 
measure preserving on X. Hence if we denote 
ysk = 4% n 4dlmMA kEKn, 
then 
li,mfl,Jx) = m,,, , a.e. x E A, ; k E K, . 
Let E,, and vn be the decreasing sequences of positive numbers with 
rln < Eli * Let A, = X. Choose Jr such that J’ 3 Jr implies 
Ifi,&) - ml,k I < 9 , k = 1,2, (1-l) 
for x in B, C A, , where 
m(W > 4%) - 71 . (1.2) 
Choose positive integers a, , b, , cr , and ur such that 
3/b, < El ; (1.3) 
Wl < 71 ; (1.4) 
I/c, < Ez ; (1.5) 
4% + h) mu1 < 71 ; (1.6) 
~&vf, + fl) < Ml * U-7) 
Apply Rohlin’s theorem to obtain E, C A, such that E, has u1 disjoint 
images under or and 
m  (~Tl%) > 4%) - 171. (1.8) 
Consider the T,-column (7riE1 : 0 < i < or) and purify with respect 
to the l-sets to obtain a tower T,,, . Thus each column in Tl r consists 
of levels that are subsets of a l-set. We that a level is I-good’if (1 .l) is 
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satisfied for j = J1 . Note that since the levels are pure with respect 
to the 1 -sets, the average in (1.1) is constant on a level, except for the top 
J1 - 1 levels in a column. A level is l-bad if it’s not l-good. 
Fix a column and consider the bottom level. If it is a l-bad level, 
then remove it from A, . If it is a l-good level, then proceed up Ji levels 
in the column. If the next level is l-bad, then remove it. If it is l-good 
then proceed up J1 levels in the column, etc. Thus we form blocks of 
length J1 such that (1.1) holds for the bottom level of each block. 
We call this a l-block. When a level is reached with less than Ji - 1 
levels above it, then we remove all these levels. Thus each column is 
converted into a new column consisting of l-blocks. It may happen 
that the whole column is removed. Also remove all columns that do not 
have at least cl(al + b,) l-blocks. In those columns having at least 
cl(al + b,) l-blocks, remove at most cl(al + b,) - 1 l-blocks so that 
the number of l-blocks is a multiple of cl(al + b,). We consider a 
l-group to be a sequence of a, l-blocks followed by a sequence of b, 
l-blocks. We also speak of the l-blocks as an a,-group and the b, 
I-blocks as a b,-group. Thus a column appears as 
where Vi is an a,-group and Wi is a b,-group, 1 < i < Y. 
We now have a tower such that each column has a multiple of 
cl(al + b,) l-blocks. As described at the end of Section 2, we can now 
form a tower TI.3 such that each column has cl(al + b,) l-blocks. In 
each column we convert the b,-groups into independent filters, which 
we call (1, I)-filters. However, we do not convert the b,-group in the top 
l-group into a filter. We now have a tower T, . 
Let rl be the union of removed sets; hence rl = X - T,*. r1 consists 
-of (1) bad l-levels (2) levels more than J1 from the top (3) columns with 
less than cl(al + b,) l-blocks (4) t a most cl(al + b,) - 1 l-blocks from 
those columns with at least cl(al + b,) l-blocks and (5) the sets removed 
to form (1, 1)-filters. (1.2) -( 1.6) imply 
m(p1) < 71 + $ + 
& + Wl 
ul 
+ Ml + bl) - l)h 1 bl Ul +?a, 
< 5% * 
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Let ws be the width of the smallest column in T, and let Ha be the 
height of the highest column in T, . The sum of the measures of all 
subsequent sets removed will be small with respect to w,/H, in order 
that the (1, 1)-filters are not essentially perturbed for H, iterates. 
In each column in T, there is a top 6,-group that was not converted 
into a filter. The induction step will now be described. Let T, be a tower 
such that each column has a top 61L--1-group and let A, = T,*. Let 
w, be the minimum of the width of the smallest column in T, and the 
measure of the smallest n-set. Let H, be the height of the highest 
column in T,, . Let 6, > 0 and choose qn > 0 such that 
in < h,~nlK, . (n.1) 
Choose Jn such that 
and j 3 Jsl implies 
for x in B,, C A, , where 
NL) > +%J - dHn . 
(n.3) 
(n.4) 
Choose a, , b, , c, , and U, such that 
3lbn < l n ; tn.3 
l/c, < %+1 ; (n-6) 
W, < rln ; (n.7) 
hMffn + Jn) < a,K, ; (n.8) 
4~ + bn)Wn + JnPn < rln . (n.9) 
Let CT, denote the induced transformation on the base of T, . By 
Rohlin’s Theorem choose a subset E, of the base of T, so that the 
subsets aaiE, of the base of T, are disjoint, 0 < i < IA,, , and 
(n.10) 
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Let Tmi be the subtower of T, with base CJ,~E~ , 0 < i < u, . If T, 1 
denotes the r,-tower with base E, , then it follows that 
T - fj Tni. n.1 (n.11) 
(n.11) implies that the columns of T,,, are products of subcolumns of 
T Hence we can distinguish certain semicolumns in each column 
conrresponding to b,-, groups. 
Now purify the columns of T,,, with respect to the n-sets and refer 
to this tower as Tn,2. The preceding remarks also hold for the columns 
of TrL2 . 
Let us now fix a column C in Ta,2 . A level A in C is n-good if (n.3) 
is satisfied for j > J, , and n-bad otherwise. (n.11) implies that A is also 
a level of a subcolumn of a column in T, . The height of the subcolumn 
is at most H, . Let A,* = AgG . 
Let us now consider the first level A in C. If A is n-good, then we 
proceed up at least Jn levels until a level is reached that is a top level 
of a subcolumn of T, . Th is is possible by (n.11). In this case we have 
a semicolumn of C, called an n-block, with base A and height at most 
Jn + H, . Note that the next level above an n-block is a subset of the 
base of T,m , by (n.11). If A is bad, then we remove A,*. The next level 
above A,* is also a subset of the base of T, . 
Thus in either case the next level above an n-block or above A,* is 
a subset of the base of T, . We now proceed inductively, either forming 
an n-block with base in T, and top level in the top of T,, , or remove a 
set of the form A n*. When a level is finally reached with less than J, 
levels above, then all these levels are removed. Hence each column is 
converted into a new column consisting of n-blocks with base in the 
base of T, and top in the top of T, . 
Next, all columns are removed that do not have at least ~,(a, + b,) 
n-blocks. Also in those columns having at least ~,(a, + b,) n-blocks, 
remove at most ~,,(a, + b,) - 1 n-blocks so that the number of n-blocks 
is a multiple of ~,(a, + b,). 
As described in Section 2, we can now form a new tower TvL,3 such 
that each column in Tn,3 has ~,(a, + b,) n-blocks. A group of a, + b,, 
consecutive n-blocks is referred to as an n-group. We also say that the 
n-group consists of an a,-group and a b,-group. 
In Tn.3 each column consists of a product of c, n-groups. Starting 
with the first (bottom) n-group, we assign a rank r = 1, 2, 3,..., c, to 
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each n-group. We also speak of the corresponding a,L-group and b,,- 
group of rank Y. 
Each an-group and b,-group consists of a product of n-blocks and 
hence we can rank the n-blocks. Also, each n-block is a product of 
subcolumns from T,, , which we refer to as n-intervals. The height of an 
n-interval is at most H, . Each n-interval has a top sub-b,-,-group of 
rank c,-i . Within each an-group in T7r.3 convert the sub-b,P,-groups 
into independent filters, called (n - 1, 2)-filters. This yields a tower T,,, . 
Note that the filter structure in T,, is characterized by w,~ . This 
filter structure will not be effected as far as ~-;l acting in T,I* on the 
a,-,-groups is concerned since the (n - 1, 2)-filters occur in the top 
b,_,-groups of rank c,-i . 
The formation of the (n - 1, 2)-filters will perturb the structure of 
the n-blocks in the a,,-groups but this perturbation is less than Ed& by 
(n - 1.6). Each n-block in an an-group in T,,,3 yields several semi- 
columns in T,,, which we still call n-blocks. The original n-blocks in 
T7,,3 were E,-P~, k < n, by (n.3). (n - 1.6) implies that n-blocks in 
an alL-group in T,L., are ~c,~-P,( , k < n. We still speak of a,-groups 
in Tit,4 to refer to a.?& consecutive n-blocks in T,r,v, . A b,-group in 
T ,I ,3 will be divided into sub-b,-groups in T,., , which we shall still 
refer to as b,-groups. 
Thus the structure of a column in T,,, consists of a product of 
C,L n-groups, each consisting of an an-group and a b,-group. The 
n-blocks in the a,,-groups are 2e,-P,<, k < n, instead of E,,-P~ , k < n, 
as in T, 3 . 
In each column in Tn,4 we now convert the b,,-groups of rank less 
than c,, into independent filters, called (n, I)-filters. Denote the resulting 
tower by T,,, . This completes the induction step. We denote t,L = 
%2(wz + I?J* 
Let us now compute the measure Y,, of the sets removed at the n-th 
stage. Y,, consists of (1) the set removed from A,, to form T,,,l , (2) 
A,L* for bad n-levels A, (3) 1 evels more than J,, from the top, (4) columns 
with less than c,,(a, + b,) n-blocks, (5) at most c,,(a, + 6,) - 1 l-blocks 
from those columns with at least c,(a, + b,,) l-blocks, (6) sets removed 
to form (n - 1, 2)-filters and (7) sets removed to form (n, l)&lters. We 
have by (n.lO), (n.4), (n.9), (n.9), (n.9), (n-1.6), (n.7): 
m(r,) < rln + rln + 7n + rln + vn + 6, + in = 671, + E, . (n. 12) 
We let A = flzCl T,*. Given E > 0, we can choose qa and E, so that 
m(A) > 1 - E, by (n-12). 
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The sets removed in forming Tn,3 and in forming (n, I)-filters have 
measure less than 67, . rln can be chosen small with respect to w, by 
choosing 6, small in (n.1). This allows the replacement of ~;?r by 7a1 
for at most H,_, iterates (actually we replace T, by TV for at most H, 
iterates in the proof of Lemma 5 below). 
4. MAIN RESULT 
Let T be e.m.p. and let T, , n = 1,,2 ,..., be as defined in Section 3. 
We denote A, = T,* and let A = &, A, . Fix u, i and j such that 
1 < i, j < 2s, and B = A n IU,i and D = A n Iu,j are sets of positive 
measure. 
LEMMA 5. Let B and D be as above and let n > u. Then 
1 mA(7itB n D) - WZ,@) m,(D)] < 366, , t, < t G G&+1 * (5.1) 
Proof. Let E be a level in an an-group of rank Y  + 2 > 2 in T,,, . 
The construction of the (n, I)-filters implies there exists a positive 
integer i, i < t, , such that ~;fr E is the top F of an (n, 1)-filter f of rank 
Y  + 1. The (n, 1)-filters are constructed independently. Hence f is 
P,-pure below. We shall now utilize Lemma 4 to verify that ~;$r F is 
10~,-P, , Iz < n, for all j such that 7~:~ F is defined in T,,, . Let 
J = Jn , H = H,, , a = a, , b = b, , E = 2~~ , and P = P, in Lemmas 
3 and 4. In Lemma 4 replace f(D2) by the (n, I)-filter f of rank Y + I. 
Let D, be the an-group of rank Y  + 1 below f. We now verify that C in 
Lemma 3 corresponds to the Pm-pure semicolumn below D, in T,+l . 
The blocks Vi,j are n-blocks in the an-group of rank i < Y, 1 <j < a. 
The blocks Wi,j are n-blocks in a column of an (n, I)-filter of rank i if 
j < bi , 1 < i < Y. Wi,b, is a semiblock of an n-block in the column 
b, 
in an (n, 1) filter of rank 1 < Y. It is possible that Wi,ai is empty for 
some i < r. 
Thus Lemma 4 implies ~;i, F is 10~,-P, , k < n, for j such that 
T&F is defined in T,,, . In particular, it follows that 
-r$E is 10~,-P~, k,(n, t=t,. (1) 
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The choice of Q, i > n, and (1) imply 
7AtE is 11 E,-Pk ) k < n, t = t, . (2) 
We have ignored the a,,-groups in T,+l of ranks 1 and 2. This set has 
small measure by (n.6). We also ignored the b,-groups which have small 
measure by (n.7). We assume 7n < E,, . Thus (2), the choice of rli, 
i > n, and Lemma 1 yield (5.1) for t = t,, . In a similar manner we 
obtain (5.1) for t = t,,+l . 
Let us now consider t, < t < tn+l . First, let t,, < t < H,,, . For 
this case the (n, I)-filters and (n, 2)-filters are utilized. Let s be a positive 
integer such that (s + l)t,, < H,,, . Let t satisfy st, < t < (s + l)tlL . 
Let E, be a level in an a,,-group in T,,+l of rank Y > s + 1. (n.8) implies 
that 7~~ E, is defined in T,,+l . As above, Lemma 4 and the (n, 1)-filters 
imply 
7itE, is 106,-P, , k < n. (31 
We next consider Y < s and let E, be a level in an a,+,-group in 
T n+2 7 where E, is a subset of an n-group of rank Y in T,,mtl . Also assume 
that r& E, does not intersect a b,G+,-group for i < 2H,+, . There 
exists a positive integer i, i < st, , such that T&E~ is the top F of an 
(n, 2)-filter in Tn+2. Lemma4 implies 7&F is 106,-P,, K < n,j < H,,,. 
It follows that 
7&Ez is lOe,-P, , k < n. (4) 
The choice of qi , i > n + 1, and (4) imply 
7itE, is 1 lc,-P,. , k < n. (5) 
Now we ignore the n-groups of rank s and s + 1, which is at most a 
subset of measure less than 3/c, < 3crL+i . (4), (5) and Lemma 1 yield 
(5.1) for st, < t < (s + l)t,, . For s such that st, < HTL+, but (s + l)t,, > 
H n+1, we only consider the n-groups of rank Y < c,, . In this case we 
have (5) for st, < t < H,,, , where E, is as above for Y > c,, . We 
ignore only the n-group of rank c, . (5) and Lemma 1 yield (5.1) for 
this case. Only (n, 2) filters are utilized in this case. 
We now consider H,,, < t < tn+l and utilize the (n, 2)-filters and 
(n + 1, I)-filters. Since H,L+l < t, all levels in urL+i-groups in Tntl have 
passed through (n, 2)-filters, except for those levels in the first n-interval 
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in the first n + l-block in an a n+l-group. (They pass through an 
(n + I, 1)-filte r without passing through an (n, 2)-filter). 
First consider H,,, < t < b,+i(H,,+i + Jn+r). In this case only 
(n, 2)-filters are utilized. Let E1 be a level in an n + l-block in an 
a,+r-group of rank or , where the rank of the n + l-block in the a,+,- 
group is r2 > 2b,+, . In this case 7 &E, does not intersect the (n + 1, l)- 
filter of rank rr - 1. There exists a positive i < H,,, , such that ~&& 
is the top F of an (n, 2)-filter in the an+r-group. Lemma 4 implies 
T&F, 0 < j < b,(H, + Jn) is 10~,-P, , K < n. It follows that 
-t 
7n+2 1 E 1s lOEn - Pk ) k < n. (6) 
The choice of Q , i>n+ l,and(6)imply 
7jtE1 is 116,-P, , k < n. (7) 
(7), (n t 1.61, (n + 1.7), and Lemma 1 yield (5.1) for 
H n+1 < t G bn+,(Hn+, + Jn+d 
Let us now consider 
4c+dfL+1 + Jn+d G t G 6 + 1) bn+,VL+, + In+& 
where t < tn+l . Let El be a level in an n + l-block in an u,+r-group 
of rank rl > 1, where the rank of the n + l-block in the un+i-group is 
r2 > (s + 2Yh+1 * As in the previous case, the (n, 2)-filters and Lemma 4 
imply 
7jtE1 is 1 16,-P, ) k ,( n. (8) 
Now let y2 < sb,+i . Let E, be a level in an n + l-block in an a,+,- 
group of rank y1 > 1, where the rank of the n + l-block in the a,+,- 
group is y2. There exists i 3 1 such that 7;i2E2 is the top F of an 
(n + 1, I)-filter of rank y1 - 1. Lemma 4 implies 7,;i2F, j < tn+l , is 
lo%+1 - Pk , k ,< n + 1. It follows that 
7;t2E2 is IOc,+,-P, , k < n. (9) 
The choice of vi , i>n+ l,and(9)imply 
7itEz is 1 Ic,+~-P~ , k<n+l. (10) 
(Q (lo), (n + 1.71, and Lemma 1 yield (5.1) for 
~ht+&h+~ + Jn+d G t G (3 + 1) ~n+,Vfn+, + Jn+d and t < tnt1 * 
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In case 
sbn+1(KL+1 + Jn+d G t but &+1 e (s + 1) bL+lw,&+l + Jn+1)7 
then we only utilize the (a + 1, 1)-filters. Consider a level E, in an 
n -t l-block in an arL.+r-group of rank r1 > 2, where the rank of the 
n + l-block m the a,+i-g roup is y2 < sb,t+l . Here we ignore a set of 
n + l-blocks of measure less than 2b,+l/a,.tl < 2~,~+i . There exists 
i < sbIL+l(HIL+l + Jn+l) such that 7 &E, is the top F of an (?z +- 1, I)- 
filter of rank y1 - 1. T&F is 10~,+,-P,,. , k ,( + 1, for j < b,, 
(H,+r + J,L,.l). It follows that 
--t 
7,+2 2 1s E 10~,+,-P, , k<?l+l. (11) 
The choice of qi , i > n + 1, and (11) imply 
TifE2 is I l~,+r-P~ , R .< n $- 1. (14 
(1 I), (E + 1.7), and Lemma 1 yield (5.1) for Sbll+l(HR+l + J,+r) < t < t,. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM. Each ergodic measure preserving transformation on the unit 
interval with Lebesgue measure induces mixing transformations on a dense 
class of subsets. 
Proof. Given r and E > 0, we can choose rlL and E,~ so that A in 
Lemma 5 satisfies m(A) > 1 - E. The n-sets, n >, 1, form an algebra 
which generates the o-algebra on ,4. Lemma 5 implies 7A is mixing on 
the algebra; hence it follows that 7A is mixing on the u-algebra. Given 
any set B, we can apply the same proof for rB to obtain A C B, 
m(B - A) < E, and TV is mixing. 
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